The tails that may be engendered in a beam's transverse phase space distribution by, e.g., intrabunch wakefields and nonlinear magnetic fields, are an important diagnostic and object of tuning in linear colliders. Wire scanners or phosphorescent screen monitors yield one dimensional projected spatial profiles of such beams that are generically asymmetric around their centroids, and therefore require characterization by the third moment ( x 3 ) in addition to the conventional mean-square or second moment. A set of measurements spread over sufficient phase advance then allows the complete set ( x 3 ) , (xx") , ( d 3 ) , and (x'x') to be deduced-the natural extension of the well-known 'emittance measurement' treatment of second moments. The four third moments may be usefully decomposed into parts rotating in phase space at the @-tron frequency and at its third harmonic, each specified by a phase-advanceinvariant amplitude and a phase. They provide a framework for the analysis and tuning of transverse wakefield tails.
Third Moments
The totally symmetric tensor of third moments ( x i x j x k ) 
where 0 is a 2 x 2 rotation matrix.
In two phase space dimensions ( " i x j z k ) has 4-components, viz.,
Four skew (i3) = ( x 3 ) /p3I2 measurements are necessary and sufficient to determine the four independent components ( $ i f j i ! k ) , at some reference point defined as being at phase advance A+ = 0 
8) (9) rotate at three times the normal phase advance, i.e., CP ---+ CP + 3A+ along the beamline, with K 2 0 invariant.
There are no symplectic invariants (like emittance) for odd-order moments, but there are useful phase-advanceinvariants ( i e . , invariants with respect to the rotational sub-group of the full symplectic group), analogous to 3 tr i i T = F, the matched-equivalent emittance. They are in correspondence with the irreducible representations of the rotation group SO(2) contained in the moments tensor.
The components can then be parameterized Asymmetric Gaussian-like Function A simple and useful beam profile fitting function can be constructed by allowing the width of a Gaussian function to be different on the right from on the left
(UL + u~) / 2 = uo as for a (symmetric) Gaussian, and the asymmetry (UR -UL)/(UR + U L ) = E is bounded:
-1 5 E 5 1. Fitting (Fig. 1) --$! --rsin(Arl,+\E)--rcsin(3A$+Q) (16) at at least 4 appropriate phases then makes possible the determination of the two invariants and two phases that are equivalent to knowing the 4 independent moments at a point.
A 'simple' asymmetric phase space tail is characterized as having 4 third moments with the property that there is some (rigid) phase rotation that reduces 3 of them simultaneously to zero. The rotation can be chosen such that the non-vanishing moment is ( d 3 ) , and the associated beamline phase regarded as an effective phase at which the skew or asymmetric tail originated in an imp& or kick. In invariant terms a 'simple' tail has K = T and some phase where Q = 9 = 0, i.e., 0 = 3\E (modulo 27r).
More generally it is useful to identify a 'principal axis' phase P at which is maximized, and hence containing Fourier components for A&, A&, 2A& f A&, and A& f 2A&,, and corresponding to irreducible representacons of SO (2) X -D n x ) = A + B w p { -~ [ C ( l + s g n ( z -D) E)
Phenomenology of Transverse Wakefield Tails In the case of wakefields the asymmetry arises from the fact that kicks are longitudinally differential, i.e., Az: = ( e a / E ) J dNTo WL(T -TO) (zT0 -0, where the impulsive point dipole wakefield WL (AT) depends on the longitudinal coordinate difference AT, N is the bunch population, E the beam energy, and < the structure offset. A 'simple' tail corresponds to a single impulsive excitation or series of multiple excitations that are sufficiently weak that, b e ing dominantly first order or 'two-particle' like, they obey vector addition in phase space (Fig. 2a) . The exact relationship between third moments or tails and rms emittance depends on the details of the mechanismsecond and third moments are a priori independent. In the simple though qualitatively representative model in which the wakefield coefficient depends linearly on longi-
The upper geometric factor corresponds to a Gaussian and the lower to a uniform (step) longitudinal distribution, and (r2) is the mean square bunch length.
For a prior emittance € 0 , the net prompt emittance 7 = d m , growing still further to 5 = EO + F if filamentation subsequently occurs. The significance of relating the emittance due to wakefields to the third moments is that it connects observable quantities-the third moment, unlike the second, can be expected to be due entirely to the transverse wakefield. The Lorentz invariants 7'Ia (&ij&), and y3/'r, ?/'K are usually most convenient to deal with. It is useful to note that for 
If the transverse offsets relative to the bunch centroid of significant fractions of the charge become comparable to the offset of the centroid relative to the center of cylindrical symmetry of the structure, the tail will deviate from the 'simple' form (Fig. 2b) . Nevertheless for a (linearly) increasing point wakefield function, the tensor of third moments will appear 'simple' in as much as the third moments will be dominated by particles that get deflected to large phase space distances-far from the bulk of the chargeand are thus insensitive to its precise distribution relative to the center of the structure. However, the cumulative transverse phase advance differential that will arise in the presence of magnetic lattice chromaticity if the bunch has an energy spread correlated with longitudinal position (as in BNS damping [4] ), creates significant departures from the 'simple' form (Fig.2~) . The third moments will be Landau damped, although when taken about the beam centroid they may manifest transient increases as the first moment vector ( i e . , the centroid) damps. The Fourier component T > K (becoming r >> K ) is characteristic of this process, since the K component oscillates and hence damps at three times the rate for T ( i . e . , three times the /3-tron frequency).
At the SLC we have recently implemented on-line analysis of third moments using the fit (19) to wire scanner profiles, and eqn.(l6). The use of linac orbit bumps to cancel wakefield excitation [5] , [6] can be enhanced both in speed and efficacy by knowing the 'tail' phase and amplitude changes resulting from test variations in the orbit. Knowledge of the tail nature ('simple' or not?) is important in that bumps that fail to drive the tail closer toward 'simplicity' are too distant (downstream) from the source to remove it fully. First efforts at automating the tuning procedure using digital feedback are in progress.
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There are no wakefield or chromaticity effects in the beamline considered here, as is usually true to a good approximation in a high energy linac if it is sufficiently short. 
